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Saint Rock Haiti Foundation Launches New Website with Redstage and
Fulcrum Digital Media
Milton, MA — The Saint Rock Haiti Foundation (SRHF) has partnered with Redstage and Fulcrum
Digital to launch a new and improved website for the foundation. Redstage and Fulcrum equipped the
website with a fresh design that streamlines user interaction while highlighting campaign fundraising
features—bringing SRHF crucial visibility and financial support.
The Saint Rock Haiti Foundation is a non-profit dedicated to serving the communities in and around Saint
Rock, Haiti. SRHF not only provides high quality primary health care but offers comprehensive educator
training and student services and economic support with the goal of fostering Haitian opportunity and
empowerment.
SRHF is constantly growing and adapting to best serve the needs of Saint Rock, which is why as a nonprofit, SRHF consistently requires new donations and fundraising in order to finance their projects. This is
why Redstage’s user-friendly platform is critical to SRHFs operations, explained Jocelyn Bresnahan, the
President and CEO of the Saint Rock Haiti Foundation, sharing “As we continue to expand the services
we offer, we rely on our website to spread the word of our mission and help to obtain greatly needed
financial support. Through their generosity, Redstage and Fulcrum are allowing SRHF to have a wider
audience and a more powerful presence. We are delighted to count them as a valued partner”
Fulcrum Digital is the parent company of Redstage, where the two collaborate on eCommerce
development with a personal touch.
For this project, Redstage took the initiative to send representatives from their development team to Saint
Rock in order to gain a more complete picture of the SRHF and the communities the foundation serves.
By gaining a better understanding of the wishes and goals of the people of Saint Rock and SRHF,
Redstage was able to incorporate these objectives into the infrastructure of the updated website.
Learn more about Redstage and Fulcrum Digital at www.redstage.com
For more information about SRHF, Saint Rock, or to explore the new website, visit www.saintrock.org
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